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INTRODUCTION

In the preamble of the November 2013 Joint Plan of Action (JPOA), the P5+1 concurred that a comprehensive agreement would involve an Iranian domestic enrichment capability. This concession, immediately pocketed by Tehran, marked a fundamental change in the negotiations. Instead of a complete suspension of enrichment and reprocessing activities, as called for in multiple Security Council resolutions and a foundational plank of all previous negotiating positions, the P5+1 negotiators are now attempting to reach a comprehensive agreement with Iran that will establish a credible “threshold time window,” or “breakout time,”1 which would provide sufficient time to detect breakout and give the international community adequate time to respond to Iranian violations. “Breakout” means the point at which Iran could dash to produce enough weapon-grade uranium (or separated plutonium) for one bomb so quickly that the IAEA or a Western intelligence service would be unable to detect and respond to the dash in time. Obama administration officials have reportedly sought a breakout time of six months to one year.2

To achieve this goal, P5+1 negotiators are seeking agreement with Iran on defining the scope and features of Iran’s nuclear program to irreversibly reduce its enrichment capacity3 and implement a robust monitoring and verification process to detect and deter any potential Iranian breakout to a nuclear weapon. But achievement of such an agreement is highly unlikely, as it would require Iranian negotiators to abandon the stated positions of their Supreme Leader, who has recently demanded that Iran’s enrichment capacity be increased to 190,000 SWU (Separative Work Units) ostensibly to produce fuel for Bushehr.4 As Iran’s current 18,000

1. Breakout time is the time required to produce enough weapons grade uranium (WGU) for one or more nuclear weapons. The amount of WGU needed for a nuclear weapon is one significant quantity (SQ), which is commonly defined as 25 kilograms of 90 % enriched uranium.
IR-1 centrifuges operate at less than one kg SWU/year,⁵ Khamenei in effect called for nearly 200,000 IR-1 centrifuges or a smaller number of more advanced centrifuges.

The Supreme Leader has also stated that Iran will never compromise on the retention of a robust R&D program⁶ to develop more powerful and efficient advanced centrifuges, which would require fewer machines to achieve the same enriched uranium output. This has raised fears that Iran’s goal is to develop more powerful centrifuge machines that would be more difficult to detect if they were installed in clandestine enrichment facilities and an industrial-size nuclear program, which would provide Iran with a rapid nuclear breakout capacity.

As the nuclear talks face an impasse regarding the size and scope of Iran’s enrichment, many “creative solutions” are being contemplated. Given Iran’s refusal to dismantle any of its centrifuges, one idea that has recently been put forward is to disconnect and not dismantle some of Iran’s cascades of centrifuges. This idea needs further exploration to assess its viability as one of the measures to prevent Iran from getting the capability to produce nuclear weapons.

Options to Reduce Enrichment Capacity — Disconnect Piping

Since Iran started larger scale uranium enrichment at Natanz in 2007, it has installed approximately 5,000 new centrifuges per year during peak periods. This effort has included assembling centrifuge rotors; installing rotors into casings; and laying cables for control electronics, piping for cooling of centrifuges, and the piping for feed and withdrawal of uranium hexafluoride gas to each individual centrifuge.

A recent New York Times story indicated that the parties are discussing the disconnection of centrifuges to reduce enrichment capacity.⁷ There are technical distinctions between merely disconnecting centrifuges, disabling the feed pipes to these centrifuges, or removing centrifuges and piping.

There are three possible scenarios.

1. The simplest scenario, a disconnection of centrifuges from the uranium gas feeding lines, can be reversed in a matter of a week.⁸ Indeed, during 2003 when Iran agreed to suspend enrichment as part of an agreement with the EU3 negotiators, Iran did precisely this and

---

8. Estimates regarding how quickly Iran could reverse these scenarios are based on observations from the 2003 suspension, the rate of installation of new centrifuges, and projected scenarios for reinstallation.
disconnected the feed lines. When the agreement broke down, Iran was able to resume all of its previous enrichment activities in a relatively straightforward manner and short period of time.

2. If Iran were to completely remove the cascade feed piping and withdrawal piping from all but one cascade unit (leaving in 3,000 IR-1s operable in Natanz), the dismantled piping for IR-1 and IR-2m centrifuges could be reinstalled in a couple of months.

3. A third option is to remove all excess centrifuges and cascade piping (i.e. above the number of operable centrifuges agreed upon) and put them into storage. This would push reinstallation and reconnection times to beyond six months (for example, if 15,000 IR-1s and IR-2ms including their cascade piping were removed). Again, it is insufficient to disconnect all piping and associated equipment. Rather, all excess centrifuges would also have to be removed and put into storage. Any proposal that doesn’t include the removal of the excess centrifuges doesn’t meet adequate standards of irreversibility and stability.

However, there is a problem with this approach: Since the IAEA does not have access to the sites at which Iran manufactures centrifuges, it does not know the total inventory of centrifuges available today to Iran. Therefore Iran could reduce the time required to reinstall the centrifuges and cascade piping it removed if it reinstalled and reconnected a smaller number of IR-2ms instead of IR-1s. For example, if Iran were to reinstall 3,000 IR-2ms instead of 15,000 IR-1s (based on a SWU ratio of 5:1), this would cut reinstallation times back down to two to three months and make it more difficult to respond to an Iranian breakout scenario.

There are additional factors affecting Iran’s enrichment capacity. As such, even the removal of excess centrifuges and piping would be insufficient without other steps to limit Iran’s enrichment. Because of the nature of enrichment, it is a mistake to look at the piping issue in isolation in calculating breakout time. There are other parameters and variables to consider. Iran has reached an industrial capacity to produce centrifuge rotors although it may be facing some limitations due to a lack of key raw materials. To construct a credible scenario that would push breakout times beyond one year, other steps would be required beyond the removal of all excess centrifuges and piping. All already manufactured centrifuge rotors and their components would have to be fully disclosed and subject to monitoring, the inventory of enriched uranium would need to be brought below one metric ton of UF6 enriched up to five percent, and the rest of the enriched UF6 would need to be converted to uranium oxides.

The Nuclear Time Window

A comprehensive agreement must extend Iran’s breakout time as long as possible and certainly longer than one year. Achieving the necessary evidence to judge with high confidence that a violation has occurred is time consuming and heavily reliant on intelligence to detect clandestine Iranian nuclear activities. Iran also has a history of clandestine nuclear activity, which was later discovered, including the once-covert Natanz and Fordow Fuel Enrichment Plants, clandestine centrifuge R&D at Kalaye Electric, and black market nuclear-related importation of nuclear material, some with possible military uses.
Moreover, the ability of the international community to respond in a timely way depends on several parameters that may not be entirely within the control of policymakers and intelligence officials.

**Concerns about Iran’s nuclear program can be partly alleviated if Iran agrees to dismantle key components of its uranium enrichment program that could be used to produce nuclear weapons.** Since Iran has repeatedly claimed that its nuclear program is intended only for peaceful purposes, it should take the following steps to reassure the international community of its nuclear intentions:

1) significantly limiting the number and types of centrifuges installed and removing and dismantling all excess centrifuges, piping, and associated equipment from its enrichment facilities to storage;

2) capping its enriched uranium stocks so that they are limited to civilian nuclear energy use and not reversible for military-nuclear purposes;

3) fully disclosing and strictly limiting the manufacturing of centrifuges and centrifuge components and any advanced centrifuge R&D; and

4) ending the acquisition of raw materials and equipment through illicit procurement.

**Iran must also accept a robust verification and monitoring regime that goes beyond the Additional Protocol.** To show seriousness and ensure sustainability, Iran must agree to these undertakings as legally binding commitments.

---

9. For more information on the components of Iran’s illicit nuclear program that must be dismantled, see “Parameters of an Acceptable Agreement,” Iran Task Force, June 2014. ([http://taskforceoniran.org/pdf/Parameters_Memo.pdf](http://taskforceoniran.org/pdf/Parameters_Memo.pdf))